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Abstract

It is already known that a lack of diversity is a crucial issue, particularly in the developing world where diets consist of starchy staples to a great extent with less nutrient-rich foods such as animal source food, fruits and vegetables being available, accessible or known to be important for a balanced diet. At the same time it is acknowledged that the consumption of a variety of foods across and within food groups almost guarantees adequate intake of essential nutrients and important non-nutrient factors. Still, it is not well understood how agricultural systems and the benefits derived from agrobiodiversity affect nutritional quality, consumption patterns, and nutrition and health status, in particular of people in the developing world. A study in Tanzania showed that a direct link between production and consumption of cultivated traditional vegetables exists; however, this link did not exist for exotic vegetables, usually bought from markets, and also not for wild vegetables which highlights the importance of taking the sources of foods into consideration. Among study participants in Tanzania the amount of vegetables consumed decreased with increasing diversity in the diet suggesting that other food groups, being less nutritious such as beverages and sugar, increased the dietary diversity and replaced partly the vegetables in the diet. Consequently, different forms of an increase in dietary diversity must be distinguished and next to reviewing dietary diversity scores for measuring dietary adequacy further determinants of sustainable diets, namely cultural acceptability, accessibility and environmental sustainability, should be considered when linking nutrition and agriculture.
Summary

While the causes of malnutrition are complex, a leading cause is suggested to be a general simplification of diets with a decline in diversity and nutritional quality. The change in agricultural production from more varied cropping systems to more monoculture cereal systems seems to be contributing to micronutrient deficiencies by limiting food-crop diversity (Welch 2008). Already more than one decade ago the gap between agriculture and nutrition was observed with ‘Hidden Hunger’ being partly due to agriculture not having nutrient output as an explicit goal on the agenda; and nutrition and health communities having never considered using agriculture as a primary tool in their nutrition programmes.

A study in Tanzania undertaken by the World Vegetable Center and partners in 2006/2007 revealed that a direct link between production and consumption of cultivated traditional vegetables exists. However, no association was detected between production and consumption of exotic vegetables, as many of them were bought from markets, and also no relation to consumption was found for vegetables collected from the wild (Keding 2010). This highlights the importance of taking the sources of foods into consideration which are next to own production the collection from the wild, buying from markets, receiving foods as gifts, exchange of foods and food aid. In the same study in Tanzania, dietary diversity scores (DDS) of women were significantly associated with the number of vegetables that women cultivated/collected. In addition, those women who cultivated/collected vegetables more consistently (similar species richness year round), but also those who sold their products, had higher DDS (Keding et al 2012). Consequently, not only the availability of agricultural diversity was linked to dietary diversity, but also the possibility of marketing agricultural products which would contribute to cash income that in turn can be spend on additional foods. In fact, the relationship between household food production and nutrition of household members is not straightforward, yet, rather complex involving selling and purchasing of foods, control of income, social biases (Girard et al 2012) as well as decision making processes.

In the Tanzanian study, vegetables were among those food groups consumed by nearly every participant year round; however, the amount of vegetables consumed decreased with increasing diversity in the diet. Obviously, less healthy and valuable food groups such as beverages and sugar accounted for a high dietary diversity and replaced the amount consumed of more healthy food groups such as vegetables (Keding et al 2012). Consequently, different forms of an increase in dietary diversity must be distinguished and dietary diversity scores should be either enhanced with a measure of dietary quality or used in combination with further measures of dietary quality and food quantity.

In general, holistic food-based system approaches and a focus on linking agricultural production to improving human health, livelihood and wellbeing (Welch and Graham 1999),
thus, nutrition-enhancing food and agriculture systems, should be given more attention. Instead of supplementation strategies, food-based strategies using the locally available agricultural biodiversity (ABD) but also wild/collection food diversity and promoting consumption of a wide range of foods across nutritionally distinct food groups may be more cost-effective and sustainable on a long-term basis. Such food-based approaches would also benefit not only single household members but the whole household or even community that might be suffering from the triple burden of nutrition. Especially through a focus on fruits and vegetables, pulses, nuts and seeds and to a certain extend animal source foods both under- and overnutrition can and should be addressed in one approach. This could be a multiple-crop or multiple-food approach through which multiple contributions, e.g. not only targeting the deficiency of one nutrient but malnutrition in general, can be accomplished.

It is already known that a lack of diversity is a crucial issue, particularly in the developing world where diets consist of starchy staples to a great extent with less nutrient-rich foods such as animal source food, fruits and vegetables being available, accessible or known to be important for a balanced diet. At the same time it is acknowledged that the consumption of a variety of foods across and within food groups almost guarantees adequate intake of essential nutrients and important non-nutrient factors (Bioversity 2011). While several research studies have already well documented the links between dietary diversity and diet quality and nutritional status of children (Arimond and Ruel 2004; Kennedy et al. 2007; Rah et al. 2010; Savy et al. 2008), as well as associations between dietary diversity, food security and socioeconomic status (Hoddinott and Yohannes 2002; Ruel 2003; Thorne-Lyman et al. 2009) it is now crucial to understand how agricultural systems and the benefits derived from ABD affect nutritional quality, consumption patterns, and nutrition and health status, in particular of people in the developing world. Thereby, the concept of sustainable diets should be applied and the relationship between the multidimensional determinants of environmental sustainability, accessibility, cultural acceptability and nutritional adequacy needs to be examined. Moreover, a key element that needs to be understood is how to promote diversity to improve the efficiency and sustainability of food systems while at the same time alleviating the negative impacts of the dietary transition (Fanzo et al. 2012). When working along the food chain a systemic approach needs to be applied with the food chain integrating next to environmental issues, such as soil, water and health hazards, also intersectoral communication, knowledge production and education.
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1. Background: The “agriculture - nutrition gap”

Agriculture-health interactions are complex and can be direct or indirect, namely direct consequences of present food consumption patterns and agricultural production practices on human health; and indirect effects on health of various issues relating to agricultural development and sustainability (Waage et al. 2011). The “agriculture – nutrition gap” is partly due to agriculture not having nutrient output as an explicit goal on the agenda; and nutrition and health communities having never considered using agriculture as a primary tool in their nutrition programmes (Welch and Graham 1999). To maximise the nutrient output of farming systems has unfortunately never been an objective of agriculture but rather to maximise production while minimising costs. The change in agricultural production from more varied cropping systems to more monoculture cereal systems seems to be contributing to micronutrient deficiencies by limiting food-crop diversity (Welch 2008).

The agriculture, health and nutrition sectors are not only separated at university-level training and research but also at development organization and governmental ministry level. It is suggested to integrate health and nutrition goals clearly into the design and implementation of agricultural projects in order to have a larger health and nutritional impact (Pinstrup-Anderson 2012). Consequently, agriculture with its multifunctional character needs to accommodate for the different factors that constitute the concept of sustainable diets (as defined by FAO and BIOversity 2012) in order to be nutrition-enhancing.

It is argued that homestead food production, e.g. in home gardens, can have a direct and positive impact on dietary diversity and, consequently, the dietary quality of household members (Iannotti et al. 2009; Olney et al. 2009). However, only recently a first international conference has highlighted the importance of leveraging agriculture for improving nutrition and health, suggesting that so far there is little concrete evidence on how agriculture-nutrition linkages work (IFPRI 2011). The present study investigates associations between human nutrition and agriculture focusing besides others on an example of linking nutrition and vegetable production/collection in Tanzania.

To investigate the links between nutrition and agriculture a systemic approach needs to be applied with the food chain integrating next to environmental issues, such as soil, water and health hazards, also intersectoral communication, knowledge production and education (Figure 1). The present study will mainly focus on the production side of the value chain and how a greater diversity in the farming system, which could positively contribute to soil health, water holding capacity or other ecosystem services, would be related to nutritional outcomes.
2. Bridging the gap: food based approaches

Already more than one decade ago it was suggested to link agricultural production to improving human health, livelihood and wellbeing and to focus on holistic food-based system approaches (Welch and Graham 1999). Food-based approaches which include food production, dietary diversification and food fortification, are sustainable strategies for improving the quality of the diet and for overcoming and preventing malnutrition. Increasing access to and availability and consumption of a wide variety of foods across nutritionally distinct food groups not only have a positive effect on micronutrient status but also contribute to improved nutrition in general. In addition to its importance for nutrition, food has social and economic values. Along the entire food chain critical points should be identified where the nutritional quality is reduced or at risk and measures for safeguarding this quality need to be applied (FAO 2011).

Food-based approaches would also benefit not only single household members but the whole household or even community that might be suffering from different types of malnourishment or even the triple burden of malnutrition. A great number of food-based interventions still aim at the alleviation of a single nutrient deficiency. Yet, with the knowledge of synergies in the physiologic functions of nutrients being available, interventions need to focus explicitly on improving overall diet quality and it is, for example, suggested to mobilise ‘agricultural biodiversity to ensure dietary diversity’ (Frison et al. 2006). Therefore, a multiple-crop or multiple-food approach instead of a single-crop focus shall be applied. Through this also a multiple-output and multiple contributions (e.g. not only...
to combat Vitamin A deficiency but different types of malnutrition, e.g. non-communicable diseases (NCDs)) can be accomplished.

2.1. Local agrobiodiversity: how to assess its contribution to local diets?
Agrobiodiversity can provide a rich source of nutrients for adequate dietary diversity and quality, a safety net against hunger, and a basis for strengthening local food systems and environmental sustainability. Still, some important questions are yet to be answered, e.g. how on-farm agrobiodiversity contribute to household food consumption, dietary diversity and quality; how agrobiodiversity can be linked to improved nutrition and health outcomes and benefits; and how agrobiodiversity can be scaled for commercial use while maintaining biodiversity and ecosystems and improving human health. Agriculture approaches planned with nutrition in mind, thus, nutrition-enhancing agriculture, should start with considering and understanding further the role of agrobiodiversity in improving dietary quality and dietary diversity, i.e. to consume of a wide variety of foods across nutritionally distinct food groups (Bioversity 2011). Also, next to agriculture or on-farm biodiversity, the diversity of foods collected from the wild as well as market food diversity needs to be taken into account and their contribution in relation to on-farm products be assessed, especially considering seasonality and prices.

When the nutrient contents and prices of foods locally available are known this can be done using linear programming to identify a nutritionally adequate diet of the lowest costs, for example, for a child of a specific age. The assumption thereby is that price and nutrient contents are linearly related to food weight (Briend et al. 2001). As the availability of foods providing specific nutrients as well as their prices vary between seasons it is necessary to do the calculations for different months in order to come up with matching recipes. Next to seasonality also the issue of foods collected from the wild or fallow lands, for which costs and nutrient content are difficult to assess, needs to be taken into consideration.

Wild as well as neglected and underutilized foods can be added to the meals to achieve nutritionally adequate diets. Further, it can be calculated whether a cost reduction of a nutritionally adequate diet can be achieved by replacing more costly foods with wild and underutilized species (Bioversity International et al. 2013). Adequate intake of all nutrients might, however, not be possible for all population groups as was shown in a study in Kenya. When adding five selected wild fruit and vegetable species to the diet of children 12 to 24 month it was possible to reduce the cost of the diet up to 64% in the dry season and still meet the recommended intakes for iron. However, for 6 to 11 month old infants intakes of iron were still inadequate when adding the five wild foods to the diet (Termote et al. 2013).
When the type and amount of nutrients produced in each food system has been identified, an optimisation model can analyse which cropping strategies might improve the nutritional quality of people using existing resources. When this model was applied to compare different cropping systems in Ethiopia, the results suggested expanding the land area under more nutritious and varied crops such as beans, kales and enset at the cost of the staple crops barley, maize and sweet potato. A shift from a cereal/root crop dominated system to a perennial-enset dominated system would in addition decrease soil erosion. (Amede et al. 2004)

Also, an interdisciplinary approach linking agriculture and ecology to human nutrition and health, also described as “econutrition”, can be applied as obviously these disciplines share common concerns such as loss of biodiversity, decline in soil fertility, decrease in food production and increase in malnutrition (Deckelbaum et al. 2006). The concept of functional nutritional diversity emphasises on the availability of nutritionally distinct crops in a cropping system in order to address nutrition security issues. In general, the capacity of a farm to deliver a wide range of nutrition functions to its owners increases with increasing farm agrobiodiversity. However, a farm with many species could have low nutritional diversity and vice versa. (DeClerck et al. 2011) Here it is important to differentiate between inter- and intra-species diversity as for example a great diversity of beans can be important for culinary and cultural issues and can increase farmers’ resilience to climate change but might not contribute to nutritional diversity in terms of nutrient uptake.

2.2. Dietary diversity and seasonality: how to achieve an adequate diet during all seasons?

It is already known that a lack of diversity is a crucial issue, particularly in the developing world where diets consist of starchy staples to a great extent with less nutrient-rich foods such as animal source food, fruits and vegetables being available, accessible or known to be important for a balanced diet. At the same time it is acknowledged that the consumption of a variety of foods across and within food groups almost guarantees adequate intake of essential nutrients and important non-nutrient factors. (Bioversity 2011)

The links between dietary diversity and diet quality and nutritional status of children have been already well documented (Arimond and Ruel 2004; Kennedy et al. 2007; Rah et al. 2010; Savy et al. 2008) as well as the associations between dietary diversity, food security and socioeconomic status (Hoddinott and Yohannes 2002; Ruel 2003; Thorne-Lyman et al. 2009). Now, it is crucial to understand how agricultural systems and the benefits derived from ABD and wild foods affect nutritional quality, consumption patterns, and nutrition and health status, in particular of people in the developing world. Thereby, the quality and type of
foods within one food group might be more important than dietary diversity alone as shown in the example of the vegetable project below (chapter 3.2).

Year-round food security is important meaning a consistent availability and accessibility during all seasons (UN 2012). Though, seasonal food shortage is seemingly a short-term problem it has also lasting effects and households may become trapped in a cycle of poverty (Hadley et al. 2007). Buffering capacities are needed for affected households and again agriculture can enhance nutrition security through providing foods more equally throughout the year. Here, agricultural production alone cannot take responsibility but different stakeholders along the value chain, especially in food processing, need to be considered.

To fill the nutritional gaps during certain seasons and compensate food shortages not necessarily the same foods need to be available year-round but foods with similar quality and similar nutrient-content that can substitute each other. For agriculture to be nutrition-enhancing this requires provision of foods according to nutritional needs of a population. A sophisticated cropping schedule including diversification of farm crops in order to distribute planting and harvesting more evenly across the year could not only increase food availability but also ease women's agricultural workload which has been identified as an important barrier for improving nutrition behaviour in the Bolivian Andes (Jones et al. 2012). This is especially important when food preservation is required directly after harvest but cannot be done due to too much work during harvest seasons.

To bridge the gap in availability of fresh foods processing of foods is a necessity and can also help minimizing food losses. Next to time constraints of women mainly responsible for food processing at household level, most sophisticated, time saving technologies are not applicable in the absence of electricity as it is prevalent in many rural areas of developing countries. Traditional technologies, however, such as the drying of food in direct sunlight in front of the house or at road sides, lead to high losses in food quantity and quality (Ibeanu et al. 2010). Collaboration between farmers, manufacturers and food scientists is therefore needed to improve access to appropriate technologies for the locally grown foods.

While not in every agricultural system all nutritionally distinct foods can be produced at all times, next to food processing nutrition education is fundamental which needs to work with the foods available during different seasons and include others from further sources such as the wild and markets. Also, agriculture extension services need to include nutrition education among food producers to ensure that the portfolio of foods is being diversified and if possible all necessary foods from a nutritional point of view are produced.

Although, for example, the integration of legumes would create a win-win situation for both agriculture and nutrition, many studies still focus only on the contribution of legumes to soil
nutrition and health and the general positive effects on crop productivity, however, not to human nutrition and health (Cakmak 2002). Still, the example of a study on legume diversification for improved human nutrition and soil fertility in Malawi shows that participants testing legumes on their farms reported feeding significantly more edible legumes to their children as compared to control households (Bezner Kerr et al. 2007). This study involved multi-educational activities and participatory research through which farmers besides others acquired knowledge of the contribution of legumes to both child nutrition and soil productivity. Awareness creation through nutrition education including also hygiene and health topics needs to go hand in hand with agricultural production.

3. Case study: Vegetable production and consumption in Tanzania

This repeated cross-sectional study in Tanzania, led by the World Vegetable Center AVRDC, included three surveys during different seasons within a whole year, namely the dry season during June/July 2006, the short rainy season during November/December 2006 and the end of the dry and beginning of the long rainy season during March/ April 2007. Three research districts were chosen in order to have significant differences in a variety of factors such as climate, altitude, ethnic groups and distance to urban centres. Women to participate in the study were randomly selected in each of the 18 villages (6 per district, a selection of those already visited within a baseline survey of a preceding AVRDC project) by the responsible village extension officer and on the basis of household lists. Selection criteria included reproductive age (i.e. age between 15 and 45 years) and cultivation of vegetables. The study focused on women only as they are usually responsible for food preparation and vegetable cropping and they are also a vulnerable group in terms of nutritional health (Keding et al. 2007; Lyimo et al. 2003; Price 2003). From originally 360 participants at the start of the project only 252 women attended all three meetings and consequently formed the study cohort. The most common reasons for dropping out were illness, travel, relocation or workload.

Each survey comprised an individual interview, which included a semi-quantitative 24-h recall of food consumption (single food items and quantities) and a food frequency questionnaire over the past week for vegetables only. It further contained questions on the socio-economic status of participants (during the first survey only) and on vegetable production during the time of interview. The 24-h recall was chosen i.a. because the method had already been successfully applied to dietary diversity score (DDS) calculation in an African study (Savy et al. 2007).
3.1. Linking vegetable production and consumption: Does diversity in the field equal diversity on the plate?

In the present study, a direct link between production and consumption of cultivated traditional vegetables was found, however, no association was detected between production and consumption of exotic vegetables as many of them were bought from markets. Also no relation to consumption was found for vegetables collected from the wild (Keding 2010). This highlights again the importance of taking the sources of foods into consideration which are next to own production the collection from the wild, buying from markets, receiving foods as gifts, exchange of foods and food aid – and not only focus on on-farm agrobiodiversity.

The total number of different vegetable types consumed by study participants was substantially lower than that of vegetable types produced. In some cases, even more than double the number of vegetables was named to be cultivated/collected than consumed. One reason for this could be that it was asked for vegetables cultivated or collected “right now” in the garden/field, while participants only recalled the consumption of vegetables within the last week. However, it was striking that especially the number of vegetable types collected from the wild was much greater than the one consumed, while the number of vegetable types cultivated and consumed was rather similar. Obviously, vegetables collected from the wild were of much less importance for consumption, they were not consumed regularly (here weekly) and also in smaller quantities.

This study further showed that exotic vegetables were obviously seldom cropped by study participants, yet, they were relatively much more consumed in comparison to traditional vegetables. Data on the sources of vegetables confirmed that most exotic vegetables consumed by participants were bought, namely, on average, 95% of onions, 94% of white cabbage, 86% of tomatoes and 57% of Chinese cabbage which explains the discrepancy between production and consumption.

Interestingly, women in a humid coastal district with the highest vegetable diversity available consumed the lowest amount of vegetables. In contrast, women in two semi-arid inland districts, with lower vegetable diversity available, consumed greater quantities. Apparently, high agrobiodiversity alone does not account for high consumption quantity of this diversity. While some authors state that the decreasing use of traditional vegetables is due to decreasing availability (Adedoyin and Taylor 2000; Okeno et al. 2003), others argue that traditional vegetables are quite available especially during the rainy season, e.g., in Nigeria, but are among the least consumed foods (Maziya-Dixon et al. 2004). This might be due to their perception (e.g. as ‘poor man’s crop’) and as mentioned in the previous chapter awareness creation through nutrition education needs to accompany promoting, for example, the production of certain vegetables.
Traditional vegetables were consumed more often and also in a larger quantity than exotic vegetables. This was probably due to the long distance of consumers to urban markets and little exposure to exotic types. However, it remained open if exotic vegetables were eaten instead of or in addition to traditional ones. Only for wild and exotic vegetables it was found through cluster analysis that they are not consumed together but substituted each other. (Keding 2010) Increasing the diversity within one food group such as vegetables does not necessarily lead to a greater consumption quantity when different types replace each other, however, it can be important for culinary art and cultural identity and in general ensure the consumption of this particular food group.

3.2. Dietary diversity: links to agricultural production and socio-economic values

In the same study in Tanzania, dietary diversity scores (DDS) of women were significantly associated with the number of vegetables that women cultivated/collected. In addition, those women who cultivated/collected vegetables more consistently (similar species richness year round), but also those who sold their products, had higher DDS. Consequently, not only the availability of agricultural diversity is linked to dietary diversity, but also the possibility of marketing agricultural products which would contribute to cash income that in turn can be spend on additional foods. (Keding et al. 2012)

Among the 252 participating women, vegetables were among those food groups consumed by nearly all year round; however, the amount of vegetables consumed decreased with increasing diversity in the diet. Less healthy and valuable food groups such as beverages and sugar accounted for a high dietary diversity and replaced the amount consumed of more healthy food groups such as vegetables. Consequently, different forms of an increase in dietary diversity must be distinguished. While a high nutritional diversity is usually desirable for a balanced diet it may not necessarily result in better health (Keding et al. 2012). Also others have argued that a certain degree of diversity does not mean that the dietary quality will match people’s particular needs. Consequently, dietary quality and nutritional adequacy of diets should be of high significance (Brown et al. 2002). Therefore, dietary diversity scores should be either enhanced with a measure of dietary quality or used in combination with further measures of dietary quality and food quantity.

4. Conclusion

Fortunately, a growing number of research and development institutions currently realise the urgent need for multi-sectoral approaches to bridge the gap between agriculture, nutrition and health, to jointly tackle the triple burden of malnutrition and, thus, creating nutrition-
sensitive food and agricultural systems. For this, the common value chain approach needs to integrate environmental issues, such as soil, water and health hazards, intersectoral communication, knowledge production and education. Considering the source of foods, including also wild and neglected species, will be of similar importance as improving indicators for measuring dietary diversity. In general, agricultural biodiversity should play a key role in this process as it will not only ensure environmental sustainability but can contribute to nutritional adequacy of diets, cultural acceptability and – especially when traditional foods are considered – also to low cost accessibility of food, thus, creating sustainable diets.
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